


SQ
Speed meets Quality 

Since 1963 Dehler has been building sailing yachts that  
are the epitome of performance cruising and innovation.  
It is a very special yacht that continues this heritage. 
A yacht whose very name stands behind this tradition:  
the Dehler 38SQ.
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Fascination
at first sight

Passion runs strongest when it is spontaneous – here 
it is awakened from the very first instant. Everything 
on the Dehler 38SQ is calling you to sail away. One 
look is enough to sense it: this is an elegant sports 
yacht, completely reinterpreted. And from the first 
miles sailed, its unique temperament will show you 
that every moment on board is special. 

The yacht’s sharp, distinctive  
lines lend her both presence 
and prestige.  

The new bowsprit gives a sense  
of extra dynamism and rounds  
off her capabilities to perfection. 

Large, new hull windows 
accentuate her sporty 
character. 

Additional windows in the 
coachroof create a unique  
experience of bright daylight.

Contrasting window  
frames elegantly underline  
the bold design. 



Easy to sail –  
hard to beat

Farbvariante

The joy of sailing is at its most intense when every ma-
noeuvre feels right. The design of the Dehler 38SQ plays  
a key role here. Everything is in the optimum position.  
Ergonomically shaped, thought out to the last detail. 
Built to such high quality that every glance confirms it. 
And designed in a style that perfectly complements the 
yacht’s impressive appearance.
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Every line works in harmony 
Magnetic attraction from any angle. The coachroof sweeps aerodynamically above the 
deck, with an extra saloon window on each side. The new bathing platform is also an 
eye-catcher: with its flush-mounted bathing ladder, ergonomic treads and the handrail, 
it confidently combines aesthetics and comfort. Footrests that can be lowered at both 
helm stations are also built flush into the cockpit floor.
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You deserve the  
sailing lifestyle
Time spent on your own sailing yacht is special. Whether 
it is a regatta weekend or a holiday cruise, it belongs to an 
exclusive private world. Leave the everyday behind and 
step into a lifestyle where you set the boundaries and create  
the tone. 

From its hand-laid teak decks, gleaming stainless-steel 
work and hi-tech carbon, the Dehler 38SQ projects your 
uncompromising vision. Its huge cockpit plays host to your 
dreams, from fully-crewed race action to elegant family  
meals in a wild anchorage. Here, you live out your version 
of luxury.
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Class takes many forms.    Here are two. 
Standard rig Competition rig

HULL
LOA  11.64 m / 38'2"
Hull length  11.30 m / 37'1"
LWL  10.40 m / 34'1"
Beam    3.75 m / 12'4"

DRAUGHT
Standard  2.03 m / 6'8"
Competition  2.24 m / 7'5"
Shallow  1.60 m / 5'3"

DISPLACEMENT
Standard  7.50 t / 16,534 lbs
Competition  7.00 t / 15,432 lbs
Shallow  7.60 t / 16,755 lbs

BALLAST
Standard  2.38 t / 5,247 lbs 
Competition  2.05 t / 4,508 lbs
Shallow  2.75 t / 6,062 lbs

ENGINE
Diesel  29 PS / hp

TANKS
Fresh Water  295 l / 77.93 gal 
Fuel Tank  160 l / 42.27 gal

HULL DESIGN
judel/vrolijk & co

INTERIOR DESIGN
Dehler

CE CERTIFICATE
A - 6 / B - 10

MAST LENGTH ABOVE WL 
Standard  Competition alu Competition carbon   
17.70 m / 58'1" 17.70 m / 58’1“ 17.80 m / 58’5“
  
MAINSAIL
Standard  Competition alu Competition carbon
43.00 m2 / 463 sq ft 48.00 m2 / 517 sq ft 49.00 m2 / 527 sq ft

JIB
Standard (105 %)  Competition alu Competition carbon
35.60 m2 / 383 sq ft 35.60 m2 / 383 sq ft 35.60 m2 / 383 sq ft

TOTAL SAIL AREA
Standard  Competition alu Competition carbon
78.60 m² / 846 sq ft 83.60 m² / 900 sq ft 84.60 m² / 911 sq ft

SPINNAKER 
118.00 m2 / 1,238 sq ft 

GENNAKER 
112.00 m2 / 1,206 sq ft 

DEHLER FREERIDE 
62.80 m2 / 676 sq ft 

RIG
Standard 
 I 15.07 m / 49’5“ 
J    4.36 m / 14’4“ 
P 14.50 m / 47’7“ 
E   5.20 m / 17’1“ 
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You are one of a kind.  
So is your Dehler.
As individual as you are. Choose a hull colour that best reflects  
your personality. No matter which colour you choose, it will 
highlight the extraordinary character of your Dehler. 
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Feel like you’ve  
come home 
The finest materials meet a sophisticated colour palette. 
A unique ambience awaits you below deck. Our exclusive 
equipment options give you the opportunity to elegantly 
emphasize your individual lifestyle. The interior is lined 
in a stylish ivory tone, and perfectly complements all our 
choices of furniture wood. Handrails in rich black add a 
pleasing highlight.
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Time to make a personal statement
Comfort, storage, space. Large or small crew. The interior of the Dehler 38SQ adapts to your individual 
lifestyle. Choose your interior from a variety of possible cabin layouts. Pick an island bed in the owner’s  
cabin or perhaps a second guest cabin aft. Your personal taste defines the character of your Dehler. 

Dehler uni door concept

C1

STANDARD

B1

Large master cabin

Bathroom, L-pantry  
and long sofa

1 large double berth cabin  
and 1 large storage room

A1

C2

OPTION

B1

Bathroom, L-pantry  
and sofa with  

fixed chart table 

2 large double 
berth cabins

Large master cabin with 
island double berth

A2
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▲

▲

Dehler Connect
Intuitive. Innovative. Intelligent. 

Digital service booklet. The system 
automatically monitors all mainte-

nance intervals, and allows you  
to arrange servicing at the touch  
of a button. 

Brilliant audio. High-end 
on-board entertainment 

inspires with impressive, 
richly nuanced sounds –

even in the cockpit.

Electronic logbook. MyDehler Safety  
Cloud records the passage for you  

using GPS tracking, including data  
like boat and wind speed. 

Intuitive wireless control. Control the audio  
system via touchscreen - from the  

chartplotter or optionally from  
your smartphone.

Real-time monitoring. Check the current 
status of all components or any faults on 
your Dehler. Any time, any place. 

▲

▲

Security, comfort, entertainment. Through advanced networking.
With Dehler Connect you get the latest digital connectivity directly on your yacht.  
At the touch of a button. Individually tailored to you.

The MyDehler Sound Theatre brings high-end entertainment to the waves. The  
system, developed especially for yachts, masters all marine conditions with ease.
 
The MyDehler Safety Cloud enables real-time monitoring of your Dehler: anytime, 
anywhere, simply via the app. Protect your precious yacht remotely, as if you lived 
on board. You can organise maintenance and service with unprecedented ease. 
Thanks to the electronic logbook, a smartphone is all you need to share your sailing 
experiences with others. In short: this system will add a whole new dimension to 
your sailing passion.*

*The range of functions depends on the selected equipment. Please ask your dealer.

▲

▲

Operate your  
electronic devices by  

remote control.

Control

All manuals and  
instructions  

within one app.

Manuals

Direct contact  
to your dealer for 

quick help.

Live report

Push notifications  
on current events.

AlarmsMonitor your  
charge levels  
and devices.

Sensors
Position
Track your 
 position  

in real time.

Yacht insurance. Always in reach,  
always safe: Pantaenius offers  
protection for you as a skipper,  
your crew and of course your  
Dehler, including engine and  

equipment. 
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Dehler Yachts
Ladebower Chaussee 11
D-17493 Greifswald

www.dehler.com
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